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Opticians to be installed

on the ceiling at Benton
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MAGPIES STAR

SPOTTED AT THE

DELI COUNTER

Find out which one on p4



product of the month:

approximate nuggets



WALMART-E



Compactor gains sentience, eats warehouse colleague

AN ASDA BENTON colleague

is recovering in hospital tonight

after the store’s waste compactor

developed a mind of its own and

attempted

to

digest

the

unfortunate warehouse worker.

Wallsend-born colleague Chris Watson, 53,

was rushed to the Royal Victoria Infirmary

in Newcastle with multiple fractures in his

arms, legs and pelvis, as well as suffering

from shock and severe blood loss. The

attack occurred last night as Mr. Watson

was loading the compactor with surplus

cardboard, a job performed “countless

times without incident”, according to his conscience the compactor has

section leader.

somehow acquired and the

disappearance of up to eleven

Fellow colleague Marvin Dawes heard the more colleagues.

attack from the warehouse floor, and was

shocked to discover what had happened. “I North Tyneside Council and

heard voices coming from the room, and Northumbria Police will be

thought Chris had just flipped his lid working together with Asda

again,” Marvin admitted. “When I got in Benton

management

to

there, it was the compactor laughing determine what caused the

maniacally, calling itself Kevin and malfunction, and whether this

chewing on his legs. It was pretty scary attack was simply a one-off, or

stuff.”

part of a series of bonecrushing and unprovoked

The life-threatening situation was only killings.

brought under control when Mr. Dawes

wrenched Kevin’s plug from its industrial If found guilty of the latter,

socket, temporarily draining the life from Kevin will be instantly

the compactor’s circuit board. Since the decommissioned and sentenced

shocking incident, a number of other to death by landfill. Kevin’s

colleagues have come forward and spoke of state-provided attorney will

peculiar occurrences in the warehouse, reportedly plead diminished

including but not limited to cat calling, capacity,

blaming

a

whispered remarks and the stench of putrid malfunction in his primary

human flesh emanating from the back circuits for the compactor’s

room.

faulty consciousness. The case

will be heard at the Waste

Internal sources have suggested that there Recycling Centre in North

may be a correlation between the malicious Shields on Tuesday.



?



KILLER:

“Kevin”,

the evil

compactor
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FORKLIFT WINS

AWARD

THE



DECISION



to

award all forklifts the

Colleague of the Month

accolade

at

Asda

Ashington has met with a

mixed reaction amongst

their

human

counterparts.

“It’s an absolute joke, everyone

knows it,” raged Customer

services

assistant

Shieiela

Banks. Mrs. Banks is not alone

in her opinion; anti-forklift

petitions and flyers have been in

abundance around the changing

rooms and the canteen.



Asda’s resident compactor

machine expert Diana

Crusher

reassured

colleagues at Benton,

stating: “This kind of

unfortunate accident only

occurs once in a blue

moon. In future, all

machines will be subjected

to a personality test to

ensure that they do not

have a mind of their own,

be it a murderous one or

otherwise.”

This is not the first time

equipment has taken on

human qualities within the

supermarket environment;

an

“unfulfilled

and

depressed” cash drawer

claimed the hand of one

operator in Grimsby last

year, whilst a woman at

Asda Solihull was almost

fatally cooked by an oven

in 2004 after it innocently

mistook her head for a

chicken.



ALSO INSIDE: - Your View! - Local News! - World News! - facts!



In a bizarre twist, the award

should have gone to warehouse

colleague and coincidental

forklift operator Jonny Forklift,

but a colleague in personnel had

accidentally erased his forename

from the flyer, and was too

embarrassed to rectify it.

Unfortunately, the amendment

came three days too late for Mr.

Forklift with regards to the

coveted Celebration Dinner.

Management took an NX70

forklift truck to Bella Italia for a

three-course meal, where it

showed “marked disdain” for

the salmon risotto, refusing to

eat one bite.



OUR OLYMPIC TORCH

BEARER IS…

THE WINNER of Asda’s

Olympic

torch-bearer

competition has been

decided. Our sincere and

heartfelt congratulations

go to Asda Benton colleacontinued on page 5
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Priceflash: 86 tubs of Extra Special margarine for the price of 85



Local



TOPSY-TURVY: Asda

Swindon was one of

the first stores to trial

the upside-down layout



AS PART of the annual store refit

policy, an Asda Opticians booth is to

be constructed on the ceiling at Asda

Benton.

The store, which has recently undergone a

comprehensive facelift, will soon provide the

sought-after service after contractors found

extra space on the underside of the roof. The

move sees Benton equipped with all of the

major facilities and services available to an

Asda store. The pioneering new solution to the

lack of departmental space was previously

tested at Asda Swindon, and met with a largely

positive response.



“We’re delighted to be providing Benton with an

opticians service, which serves to highlight our

long-term vision for the store,” said regional

manager Doug Bradwell. “We understand that

some people have been worried about its location,

but we will be making provisions for that, and will

be offering our opticians double rate for having to

work upside down.”

The provisions Bradwell was referring to are

believed to be Asda-branded anti-gravity boots.

The boots will enable customers to traverse up the

side of the building and reach the optometrists,

and will be kept under lock and key “to prevent

children re-enacting space landings and whatnot”.

The booth itself will have its own gravitational

field, allaying any fears that bifocals and

varifocals would simply fall off people’s faces.



Customer reaction amongst the elderly

demographic most likely to use the

service has been largely negative. “I

don’t like it, no,” said war hero Arthur

Braystone. By the time I get up there

and back down, I will have missed

Homes Under The Hammer.”

Leading Asda optometrist Alex

DeLarge has dismissed fears that the

positioning of the opticians will put

people off, stating: “If people don’t like

it there, they can go to Boldon or

Bishop Auckland. At Benton, it’ll just

be an extra option. Anyone that shortsighted can either take it or leave it.”



ASDA is “cheapest supermarket of

2023”, according to The Grocer

SECTION LEADERS across the

North East are resorting to extreme

measures to keep carrier bag

distribution to a minimum, worried

checkout operators have revealed.

Determining that the problem lies in

overzealous colleagues on tills fluffing

bags gratuitously for their customers,

managers have taken preventative

measures. The glue, which will make

carrier bags 300% more difficult to

fluff, will be applied to all of the

carrier bags from this Monday

onwards.

“This just shows how committed we



are to protecting the environment, and

pushing our Bags for Life initiative,”

gushed Eileen Wilkins, a section

leader at Asda Westerhope.

However, some environmentalists are

sceptical of the move, since the resin

used to stick the bags together is the

same non-biodegradable substance

used in the production of the carrier

bags themselves.“We’ll just lick our

fingers until they’re soaking wet, to

make sure bags are open for people

before we scan their shopping. That’s

customer service for you,” said Asda

Benwell colleague Mavis Raver.



ASDA HAS officially been announced as the cheapest

supermarket for the next twelve years by independent

magazine The Grocer. “Well, we’ve no reason to

believe they won’t win it in the next twelve,” admitted

editor Gordon Bonce-Henderston. Instead of twelve

individual awards going to the same company, The

Grocer have instead opted to present President and CEO

Andy Clarke with a 10ft high Grocer Gold Award, made

entirely from recycled Smart Price cans and imitation

gold felt.

The large trophy in the shape of a happy consumer will

take pride of place outside of Asda offices in Leeds,

replacing the outdated Soviet-style statue of former

executive Archie Norman crushing an opposing

supermarket colleague into the ground with his shoe.



world



overspill car park at gosforth voted “UK’s sexiest supermarket car park”
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Walmart to relax “no

shark” policy in South

African stores



Walmart SA’s new targeted demographic

IN A groundbreaking decision,

Walmart executives in South Africa

have finally dropped their “no shark”

policy across their stores.



THE FUTURE:

Denmark’s

addition to the

UK by 2013



Store chiefs finally acknowledged that

attacks on home shopping delivery

scuba-divers around Dyer Island were

“one-offs”, and didn’t represent the

persecuted shark community as a whole.

Attempts to gauge shark opinion were

made, but the sharks refused to comment,

and chewed off one pushy reporter’s arm.



AFTER buying Netto UK for a staggering

£778 million, Asda House has announced

that it has merely taken the first steps in its

patriotic campaign against its former

Danish competitors.



As a result of the reconciliation, Walmart

SA are looking to recruit specialist scuba

delivery

colleagues,

offering

a

“competitive hourly rate” for an “exciting

and challenging job”.



Despite negotiating a hefty payoff with the

Kings of Netto to ensure they stay away from

our kingdom, Asda bosses are said to be

seeking greater retribution for the damage

done by the discount supermarket chain’s

impact on sales in the past twenty years.



Walmart SA are looking at a 1200%

increase in fin wax and seal blubber

sales, with the projected income for this

quarter sure to leave African executives

swimming in money.



ISS crew “disappointed”

with home delivery items

CONSUMERS in space were reportedly

dissatisfied when their home delivery

purchases rocket docked at the

International

Space

Station

last

yesterday. A number of items were not

available from the Cape Kennedy

Walmart, and had to be substituted for

other less desirable items.

“I asked for American cheeseburger

tubed spacefood paste, and instead I’ve

received thirty tubes of mackerel paste

and a couple of tubes of Colgate,” said

angry cosmonaut Chad McGrobe to

Mission Control. “I might take my

business elsewhere, to Pyaterochka or

Kvartal. Who am I kidding, Russian

spacefood is awful.”



“They were serious competition in the 870’s,

and controlled the market from 1016 to 1042.

We can’t let that happen again,” raged

executive director Harold Godwinson. If

leaked plans from Asda Chippenham are

genuine, the Walmart subsidiary plans to

annex all 334 square miles of Denmark and



drag it to British shores.

The move will add ninety-four stores to

Asda’s repertoire, creating up to five

hundred million additional jobs for British

workers, potentially solving the island’s

unemployment crisis. The future of the

indigenous Danes is uncertain; some have

been offered jobs in the warehouse and the

car park, and those who refuse employment

will be unceremoniously dumped into

Sweden or Norway with a “generous”

severance package.

When quizzed about the motives for the

potential expedition, an inside source said:

“Revenge, mostly. And the abundance of

Lego. It’s so much easier and cheaper to

build stores out of Lego.”



Product of the month:

Smart Price approximate

number of chicken nuggets

It’s probably twenty chicken nuggets, but as

the disclaimer clearly states, you never truly

know. The potential to get a couple more

nuggets at no extra cost makes this a product

that rewards the consumer for taking a risk.



only 75p!
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sport

G-OWEN

PLAICES



and miscellany



TOON ACE

SPOTTED AT DELI

MEAT COUNTER

From front page

IT WAS Fabricio Coloccini.

He reportedly cleared out the

Asda Benton store of all its

Billy Bear meat, under the

pretence of getting it for his

two young children. He was

later spotted in the car park by

a diligent porter, who

witnessed the Argentine star

gobble the lot down himself.



Asda tie down Hargreaves

on a ten week contract to fill

vacant fishmonger’s position

at Trafford Park store

ASDA STAFFORD Park have

secured an amazing coup this

afternoon,

signing

England

international Owen Hargreaves as

store fishmonger on a temporary

basis.

Canadian-born Hargreaves, 30, has been out

of work since his contract with Manchester

United expired in July, and has welcomed the

opportunity to get back into the world of

employment.

“If I can remain fit and injury-free, I’m

confident I can recapture the form that got me

Employee of the Month at Walmart Calgary



Me? Unfit? Hargreaves in pre-season training, modelling the

fishmongers’ away kit for the 2011/2012 season



in 1997,” said an elated case he cuts his own

Hargreaves.

hands off. If he gets

through these ten weeks

Store

manager

Jason without doing so – and

Ferguson downplayed the risk we have every faith that

of

signing

Hargreaves, he will – then we’ll offer

stating: “He’s not lifting him an extension.”

heavy goods, driving forklifts,

running, jogging or moving, Hargreaves

represents

really. We have every something of a coup for

confidence that the deal will the store, which beat off

work out.”

competition from Tesco

Express in Hulme and a

When pushed on the initial Morrisons supermarket in

short length of the deal, Salford to capture his

Ferguson replied: “It’s just in coveted signature. “He’s



Your View... on the store refit

Refit? What? When did this happen?!

Jim Langdale, porter

Puts the fit in refit. Mmm. Sexy.

Jacob Grazer, pharmacy



The colour scheme reminds

me a little of Hell. I love it.

Beelzebub, manager



More self-scan machines? At this rate, they’ll take

over the world in six months. THE WORLD, I SAY!”

Jade Bodson, self-scan



easily as good as our most

famous player, Ade Akinbiyi,

perhaps even better,” gushed a

delighted Ferguson.

Managers at Trafford Park are

rushing

to

finalise

the

Canadian-born

superstar’s

contract in time for Asda

Trafford’s first league game of

the season, playing host to

Waitrose Wilmslow at the

weekend.

In response to claims that

Hargreaves had only been

signed to bolster the part-time

side’s squad, Ferguson shot

back: “Lies. Here at Trafford,

he’s a fishmonger first, a

footballer second. End of.”



Did You Know?

Asda Boldon employs 132

humans, 17 huskies, 11

goats, 8 silverback

gorillas, 7 ostriches, 6

ghosts, 4 zombies, and a

man without a

face.



This magazine is satirical, and not meant to be taken seriously. All stories are fictitious, all names are made up and all offence is unintentional. © Craig Dobson 2011
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